Displaying 3D data on RNA secondary structures: coloRNA.
RNA performs a variety of diverse functions and therefore must adopt many different three-dimensional conformations. The number and complexity of RNA structures that are currently available are steadily increasing, necessitating the generation of versatile structure visualization tools. Here, we describe a new RNA secondary and tertiary structure visualization tool, the display program coloRNA. This program colors each nucleotide in a secondary structure schematic according to the value of an assigned property of the corresponding backbone phosphate group, such as the distance between corresponding residues in two atomic models of the same RNA molecule. To assist in analyzing tertiary structure, coloRNA also colors nucleotides based on the three-dimensional distances between a user-selected nucleotide and all others. Minimum and maximum thresholds can be used to focus in on, or eliminate, a particular value range. coloRNA can display a user-specified group of nucleotides by outlining the structure in an automatically assigned, but user-changeable color. As an example, we have used coloRNA to analyze a pair of recently published structures of the Escherichia coli 70S ribosome. When coloRNA is used to display the conformational difference between the two structures, the large movement of the small subunit head stands visually out from the background changes in the remaining domains of the small subunit.